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Abstract
Elderly assistive mobile technologies are highly demanded in order to reduce care givers effort. In this context, and due to the aging
memory loss and busy schedules for adults, mobile health assistive applications (MHAA) are highly demanded. MHAA would assist
remembering daily activities. Emotion detection based mobile technologies are recently considered a revolution in building affective and
health mobile applications. Despite, there are several global standard ISO 9126 and standards in the field to evaluate the quality of mobile
software products, yet, there is a lack of health directed quality assessment framework. This raised the needs for affective quality assessment
for such technologies that is conducted with the emotional states analysis of physiological data. This article introduces affective quality
assessment approach that uses biosensors in order to assessa reminder android application. The assessment is based on relating the source
code quality of android application using the commonly known main characteristics efficiency, portability and reliability to the emotion
detection sensor data.
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Introduction
Recall the effect of aging and the busy schedules for
adults on the memory loss; one might experience problems
remembering time and location for the tasks [1]. Shagam [1]
reported the importance of using the assistive technologies
and tools that help in overcoming the memory loss problems.
Examples of such technologies are the most commonly used
reminder applications. Mobile assistive technologies are
not only used for remembering the tasks, but also for task
planning.

As mobile devices now are widely used because of the
availability anytime anywhere, the quality of the mobile
applications should be highly considered as well as the quality
of development process in order to achieve the application
high quality. Meanwhile, the quality assessment tools used
to evaluate and test the processes should be reliable and
trustable.
ISO/IEC 9126 defines a quality model that comprises
six characteristics and 27 sub-characteristics of software
product quality. The ISO 9126 model was based on the McCall
and Boehm models. The model has two main parts consisting
of:
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A.

the internal and external quality attributes and

B.
the quality in use attributes. Internal quality
attributes are referred to the system sub-characteristics
that can be evaluated without executing, while external
refers to the system main characteristics that can be
assessed by observing during its execution. These
properties are experienced by users when the system is
in operation and also during maintenance [2,3].

Because the quality model is generic, one can apply it to
any software product by tailoring to a specific purpose [4]. Yet,
and in assistive applications, some biometrics are required to
identify the user’s stress threshold based on the application
response time and availability. Among the biometrics, there
is the emotion reader Q Sensor; that is considered as emotion
detection assistive technology.

Emotion detection assistive technologies such as brain
signals readers, skin temperature devices are now available
to assess the usability efficiency of the assistive applications.
The Q Sensor; shown in Figure 1, provides records for stress
and frustration levels throughout the day. Currently those
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records allow doctors detect changes of reactions in an
objective way to see and communicate what might be causing
stress for a person.

Figure 1: Bio-sensing of wearer’s emotions.

In this article, the study aims at testing a reminder mobile
application by using eclipse plugins (Code Pro, USUS). In
addition, the Q sensor is also used in this study to detect the
stress level that is caused by the delay or long response time of
the application. Hence the affective quality assessment using
the emotion detected data; in the form of stress, is conducted
to ensure the application response time application to satisfy
some mental/memory needs and applied the ISO 9126
standards.

Background

Mobile applications are undergoing rapid changes
with the deployment of new technologies. This brought up
introduction of many varieties of devices and applications.
On the other hand, quality assurance is an important stage
during the mobile application development lifecycle, to
evaluate and rate the end to end performance and accuracy
of application. This includes its functionality, maintenance,
reliability and portability. Hence, it is important that adequate
quality analysis and testing of the device is done during and
after the development of mobile applications.

Corral & Fronzain [5] presented a Study on source code
quality and market success of Android applications. In [5],
the aim was to find a relation between the source code quality
and the market success of mobile software applications.
The result values lead to rejection of their hypothesis,
after many iterations of statistical analysis of complexity,
coupling, cohesion and size measures. It shows that source
code metrics have a minimal impact into the market success.
However, the effect of source code quality maybe still has a
relevant characteristic for the overall quality and success of
the mobile software product.
Sayer et al. [6] presented a study of the relationship
between source code quality and mobile platform dependence.
Hence, the software metrics are platform dependents and
can be used to define the prioritization of software quality
02

assurance efforts. Sayer et al. [6] examined the relationship
between platform dependence and defect proneness of the
source code of an Android application by studying ﬁve opensource mobile android application to defined the answer of
their proposed questions and found these result: (1) source
code ﬁles that are defect prone have a higher dependence
on the platform than defect-free ﬁles and (2) increasing the
platform dependence increases the possibility of a defect
being present in a source code ﬁle. Therefore, platform
dependencies can help software quality assurance team to
prioritize the source code for code reviews and unit testing.
Franke & Weise [7] provided software quality framework
for testing of mobile application. Franke and Weise built their
quality assessment framework based on software platform;
desktop and mobile software. They provided an approach
of software quality development of mobile applications
that includes patterns for mobile application development,
quality metrics, methods and tools for analysing and testing
the specific lifecycles of mobile applications.

Brison [8] studied the how to improve quality and syntax
of Android code. Brison provides how to use automated code
test by presenting different ways of improve Android code,
with automatic tools such as Check style, Find bugs, PMD,
and of course Android Lint. This study shows very useful
tools and reports of the quality results. In addition, Brison’s
study shows Jenkins and Cobertura plugins to give a “QA
dashboard” view of a native Android application build. In
particular, the author displays metrics for: unit test results,
code coverage and code quality. The quality report shows the
detailed measure and result of the proposed metrics.
On other hand, a simple scoring system for ECG quality
assessment on Android platform is presented in [9]. This
study investigates the relationship between software
quality and the: code review coverage (i.e., the proportion of
changes that have been code reviewed), and the code review
participation (i.e., the degree of reviewer involvement in
the code review process). The case study considered the Qt,
VTK, and ITK projects. The empirical results confirm poorly
reviewed code has a negative impact on software quality in
large systems using modern reviewing tools.

Literature Review

Testing mobile applications exists and is around since
a while. However, yet, testing the mobile applications in
alignment with human acquired behaviour and emotions,
based on measured emotions. Whilst few tested playing the
game, yet, is not widely found in recent published research. It
can detect whether people are bored, stressed or excited and
can be used in market research, therapy or science.
Current quality analysis and testing tools consists of
manual tests or automatic tests that look at the quality
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statistics from the highest level (application) on the device,
and in the lowest level (development and source code). Often
these tests are done using a specially modified version of the
application type, which provide consistency and conformity
in sake of logic, accuracy, performance, or fairness of the
application. Yet, these tests are not considering cases like
elder memory problems or busy schedules for users. Memory
loss and busy schedules cause stress level (emotion) as the
person tries to remember something but he cannot. This is
translated into sweating and accordingly temperature change
of the hands. Hence, the Q sensor can detect and transmit the
records for this emotion. Using these records to estimate the
change in temperature threshold in order to directly activate
the reminder application would help in reducing the stress.

Google Maps’ APIs to implement some of the listed features
below by providing the path, distance and the area maps.

Figure 2: Anywhere Reminder Interfaces.

The user can manage his/her list by writing the to-do
task and then allocate the location for the specified task using
Google Maps by defining the address. The application will give
the opportunity to the user to choose a distance that he/she
wishes to be reminded before reaching the indicated location.
The user will be notified when he/she is approaching the
specified distance of the desired location. Then, when the
alert is on, the user will have to select from three options
(Ok– Remind me later– Locate: to show the path of the place).
To enhance the facility, the application will give the user the
chance to select number of repetition of the tasks (always
or once) to comply with his/her needs. However, and on the
other days, the application will still remind the user about
his/her to-do list whenever he/she approaching the indicated
locations. The user can manage his/her list by writing the
to-do task and then choose the time and date that he/she
wishes to be reminded at. The application has a compatible
simple user interface that helps the user to accomplish his/
her demands on an efficient and usable way. The application
home page interface is depicted in Figure 2.

In a recent published research [1], many uses of Q
sensor have been reported. A school has been using the Q
sensors to identify the activities that affect the well-being of
individual students. Another use for this Q sensor is to detect
autistim and locked in syndromes. The captired data can be
downloaded by a caregiver or user who can plug the sensor
into a PC. Hence the data could be analysed to classify the
stress or excitement states and time durations for the desired
state.

Quality Assessment Framework
Application description

The reminder application; shown in Figure 2, is an
application developed by group of IT students in King Saud
University to be used for android devices. It aims to be the
solution for people who want to organize their to-do-list
tasks. The application also helps managing memory problems
within the busy schedules as it alerts users based on their
location. It offers many features to the users and it requires
Table 1: Quality Test Result and Conformance Rate.
Tools

Policy/
Weight W

Efficiency
W=0.6

Reliability
W=0.4

Procedure

Metric

Measure

Time
behavior

Response
time for
a given
thru put in
seconds.

Coupling
between
Objects

Maturity

Availability
of the
system in
certain
situation,
to avoid
failures.

Classes
CBO

Weighted
Methods Per
Class WMPC

Standard

< 10

< 15

Quality Test
Results
33 classes > 10

Resulted weight
gained= .15 of .6
10 classes out of
36 >15
26/36=0.722

Quality
Conformance
Rate
0.15 * 100=
60%

28.96%

Total Quality Conformance Rate from the TIOBE quality indicator [10].
88.96.8%
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Quality assessment tools
The testing tools being used for quality assessment of our
reminder application is eclipse plugins QM tools from eclipse
market place [10]. Eclipse Plugins that are used in this study
is Code Pro Analyti X: easy Java code quality and security
analysis, static code analysis, code coverage analysis, powerful
management reporting. In addition, the Q Sensor that records
the user’s emotion regarding the application response time
to the user based on the stress level. Hence, the policies and
procedures used for assessing the application considered the
user satisfaction and form the quality assessment model in
this paper, please, refer to Table 1. The quality model have a
set of measurement of each procedures, the estimate weight
distributed based on policy importance, the quality measure
standard, the application test cases.

monitored during SIX states: morning, morning stressed,
midday, midday stressed, evening and evening stressed.
Hence, the biometric data was acquired using the Q sensor
and stored. The recorded data are analyzed according to Six
Sigma ( kσ where is equal to 6) approach. Accordingly, the
mean, standard deviation, six sigma and capability index are
calculated for each participant for each state. The C pk shows
how well the performance measure fits the specification
based on a given tolerance level, please refer to Table 2.
Hence, an Upper Tolerance level (UTL) and Lower Tolerance
Level (LTL) are defined for this study and based on the range
of acquired biometrics for each participant from the baseline
state to the stress state. The collected data over different
activities for the scheduled activities, is calculated as follow
C

Experimentation design

Quality attribute using code pro analyti X: Efficiency and
reliability were used to assess the quality, using the measures
time behaviour (in terms of response time) and maturity
(in terms of availability) metrics respectively. These metrics
were measured using and coupling between objects (CBO)
and weighted method per class (WMPC) as measures. The
standard values for these measures are listed along each
measure in Table 1. In order to have good results for efficiency
and availability attributes, it is highly recommend that reduce
the CBO to increase time behaviour and response for user
interactions. In addition, the more reduced the complexity
between classes the better maturity can be obtained.
Biometric based quality assessment

The experiment is designed to monitor 15 participants
and collect their biometric data. The participants were

C

pk

pk

= min(

X − LTL UTL − X
,
)
3σ
3σ

= min(

X − LTL UTL − X
,
)
3σ
3σ

Where is the average of N biometric observations that is
1 N
∑ x
X =
N i =1 i
The standard deviation of the biometric observations:
σ =

N
2
∑ ( xi − X )
i =1
N

A process is capable if

X + kσ ≤ UTLandX − kσ ≥ LT

Where k=3 if 3 sigma capability is calculated and k=6 if
six sigma capability is calculated

Table 2: Comparison between Biometric Observations in SIX states.
Participant Activities
Classification

Mean

6 Sigma

Std

Cpk

Morning Activities

9.437466667

1.203381949

0.401127316

1.817655098

Morning Stressed

14.7994

11.92043137

1.986738562

0.335306658

Midday Activities

12.12806667

0.939437278

0.15657288

4.640721384

Midday Stressed

14.802

5.36120349

0.893533915

0.747966386

Evening Activities

17.06133333

7.558770875

1.259795146

0.620912237

Evening Stressed

18.323

5.086820787

0.847803464

0.665445106
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Discussion

A. Biosensor; Q sensor, measures that represent
physiological signs of people’s emotional states,
B.

Figure 3: Mean values for the Six Activities Sessions.

Quality software attributes efficiency and reliability.

However, for elderly and busy adults, it is quite important
for the application to gain user’s satisfaction in terms of the
application response time (efficiency) and those results in bad
impact on individual’s emotional state; stress or frustration.
The results presented in this paper reveal the high quality
in application efficiency measures. However, the affective
quality assessment results for the application reported
negative effect resulted from increased time response during
user interactions. Hence, and in context of the above reported
results, the quality assessment for assistive mobile application
attributes testing should be aligned with the emotional state
testing results in order to gain the full usability assessment.
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